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The Committee: 

Background: 

Since the removal of warning signs indicating mobile speed cameras, there has been an 
overwhelming increase in revenue to the State of NSW from NSW motorists. Data from 
Revenue NSW for the month of March 2021, shows an additional 10,000 fines issued raising 
an additional $6.33 million in revenue. 

By contrast, fixed speed cameras which still have speed warning signs, the fines issued were 
relatively the same. For March 2021, there were 36, 737 fines issued to a value of around $11 
million in revenue for the NSW State Government. 

Clearly, these figures suggest that mobile speed cameras without warning signs, are merely a 
cash cow of revenue for the State Government rather than a safety measure. 

Current Situation: 

Motorists are constantly reminded by various state transport ministers in NSW that speed 
cameras either fixed or mobile, provide revenue for road safety measures and enhancements. 
My attached evidence proves otherwise.  

Many road safety signs, including speed limits, locality signs, emergency signs (eg. Hospitals), 
road condition signs (eg. Visual signs like rail crossings pedestrian crossings) are: 

- Poorly maintained 
- Faded 
- Obscured by other signs and poles 
- Obscured by overgrown vegetation 
- Obstructed by Graffiti 
- Covered in mould, dust, dirt, bush fire damaged, flood damaged 
- Knocked over by fallen trees or accidents and not reinstalled 
- REFER Appendix A 

The fact that existing speed cameras need to be hidden in unmarked vehicles speaks volumes 
of the sole purpose of their existence – a money raising cash grabbing purpose of deceit with 
no relationship to safety measures or driver education awareness of local road rules 
adherence. 

If the mobile cameras are to exist, then the reintroduction of warning signs is imperative. By 
seeing the warning signs, motorists are almost in entirety to check their current speed, slow 
down and be reminded of the current speed limits for that area. For Indigenous drivers like 
myself, who travel between communities over long distances for meetings and celebrations, 
Sorry Business and site visits, the variations of different speed limitations can vary and change 



many times. Having warning signs for mobile speed cameras can actually be a safety measure 
and safety reminder. 

The current State Transport Minister Andrew Constance makes reference to secret modelling 
from Monash University to justify the removal of warning signs from mobile speed cameras 
may save lives, but nowhere can the secret modelling be found. 

The Inquiry needs to have this secret modelling released to NSW motorists. 

Conclusion: 

The Inquiry needs to prove any revenue raised from speed cameras is actually accountable in 
that it is spent of road safety, rather than new road building, which is done through annual 
state road budgets and private/public toll arrangements. The attached selection of photos – 
REFER Appendix A - showing an extremely small snapshot, proves this is not occurring. 
Nothing has changed since my concerns were published as a story in the Daily Telegraph (5 
July 2019). I would urge members of the Inquiry Committee to widen the scope of the 
investigation, to actually travel the state roads and make their own observations to the poor 
maintenance of all types of road warning and condition signs in situ for NSW motorists that 
are not being addressed from mobile speed camera revenue. Attached evidence 
demonstrates a failure of road maintenance from all levels of Governments (local, state, and 
federal). I have never seen any road improvements or maintenance in the exact areas where 
these mobile speed cameras are located. What does that prove then? (eg. Manns Rd West 
Gosford mobile speed camera has been in the same location for many many years and yet 
the current section of road is still pot holed, deteriorated road edges/road shoulder, faded 
parking sign adjacent, near invisible road speed marking and poor line marking in existence – 
REFER Appendix B). 

Thus, these mobile speed cameras are but merely a mechanism of revenue raising only. At 
least have warning signs added to them to actually act as safety reminder and measure for 
motorists passing them. 

 

Key Question/Point of View for the Inquiry to Consider:  

If motorists cannot see what the actual road speed limits are as well as the corresponding 
safety signs, how then can they be expected to know what they are and adhere to such limits 
and conditions? 

All the more case to have mobile speed warning sign reintroduced. At least they indicate what 
the speed restrictions are. 

 

 

 

 







 

 

 

Invisible road safety markings. Location. Manns Rd West Gosford. Ironically this poor safety 
marking is located only 50 metres from a former fixed speed camera and only 900 from an 
ever present mobile speed camera further up on Manns Rd. And all revenue from mobile 
speed cameras is meant to be directed at road safety like this!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

Story submitted to Sydney Daily Telegraph 2019. 

 

 

 



 

                                                    

Safety pedestrian sign obscured southbound (L) outside Niagara Park PS! Sign opposite cannot 
be seen when heading north (R) in other direction due to positioning behind pole. Letters to 
Council have resulted in no action. 

 

 

School speed variation sign near same location – Narara Valley Drive, Narara. 

Vegetation and placement on a bend means it cannot be viewed by a motorist. 

 

 

 

 





 

Location. Central Coast Hwy West Gosford 

60 km/hr speed sign not visible. Citing poor/non-existent maintenance. 

                         

Location. Old Pacific Hwy Kangy Angy. 

Hidden locality sign and guard/safety reflectors rail obscured by vegetation. 

 

 

 



 

Same location and issue as above. 

 

                                  

Location. Wards Hill Rd, Empire Bay NSW 

 

 

 

 



 

Vandalised/graffiti road safety sign. Location. Showground Rd, Narara NSW 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B: 

 

 

Near invisible speed road marking Manns Rd, West Gosford NSW (been like this or many 
years). Ironically this poor safety marking is located only 50 metres from a former fixed speed 
camera and only 900 from an ever present mobile speed camera further up on Manns Rd. 
And all revenue from mobile speed cameras is meant to be directed at road safety like this!!! 
(Question: Is this meant to say 80 or 60 km/hr speed marking?). Note also the faded/near 
invisible double yellow lines and shoulder line markings. 

 



 

 

Faded road safety/rule sign opposite ever present mobile speed camera location at Manns Rd 
West Gosford (near intersection with Dell Rd). 

60 km/hr sign can be obscured by this ‘red’ sign for oncoming motorists. 

 

 

 

Faded road safety/rule sign 500 m from ever present mobile speed camera location at 
Manns Rd West Gosford 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Obscured safety Fire Hydrant (HP – Hydrant on Path) with loss of safety yellow marking and 
covering in lichen. Opposite ever present mobile speed camera on Manns Rd West Gosford. 
Been in this condition like above for many years. 

 

 

 




